
Gondola rides 
Meeting point: At the Santa Maria del Giglio Gondola park, “Campiello Traghetto 2467” next 

to the Hotel Gritti Palace. Look for our assistant who will be holding an Orange umbrella and a 

sign with the name of the tour on it. 

Arriving by boat (Vaporetto): Take the No.1 boat and get off at the boat stop “Santa Maria Del 

Giglio”, walk straight down the small street “Calle Gritti” and when you get to the end you come 

out into a small square with a church in front of you and a Well on your left. Turn left passing by 

the Well and the restaurant and walk back down the street to the water and the Grand canal. Here 

you will find the Gondola Park. 

Arriving by foot:From Saint Marks square go under the arches and make your way towards the 

Correre Museum and take the last arch on the left hand side of the square making your way onto 

the street “Calle Larga XX11 Marzo”. Continue along the street called “Calle Larga XX11 

Marzo” passing the church on your left and then cross the bridge near the gondolier park in front 

of the Hotel Buaer, continue walking along Calle Larga XX11 Marzo and continue to the very 

end of the street which bears left and then right, cross over the small bridge and continue into the 

small square, here you will see a church in front of you and the Well on your left. Turn left and 

make your way to the water front to the Grand canal. Here you will find the Gondola Park 

Arriving by water taxi:Ask the water taxi driver to drop you off at the Boat stop (Vaporetto)  

Santa Maria del Giglio and then follow instructions as per arriving by boat. 

 

GPS Coordinates:45.431630, 12.332870  

Meeting Point: See on map 
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